NATSSO I: Presumptuous Numbering
Playoff Round 4
Written by Stephen Webb

1. Following the death of her second husband, she married Antonio Buchignani, who defrauded her of her property and ran off with her granddaughter. The first husband of this daughter of a Washington tavernkeeper was John B. Timberlake, and, upon his death in 1828, married a Tennessee Senator who became a cabinet member. Hilarity ensued. For ten points, name this woman whose marriage to the Secretary of War caused a scandal for the Jackson administraion.
	Ans: Margaret "Peggy" Eaton

2. The name’s the same. One is a 1998 novel about the struggles and experiences of Johnny, who is slowly dying of a brain tumor, written by John Gunther. The other declares that the title thing is a slave to Fate, Chance, kings and desperate men, and “One short sleepe past, wee wake eternally.” For ten points, name this poem written by John Donne about something that others have called “mighty and dreadfull.”
	Ans: Death be not Proud

3. Electrons are placed in the lowest energetically available subshell, an orbital can hold at most two electrons, and if two or more energetically equivalent orbitals are available then electrons should be spread out before they pair up. The last part, Hund’s rule, is a part of this principle of chemistry. For ten points, name this principle, which takes its name from the German for structure or building.
	Ans: Aufbau principle

4. To the east it is fringed by the Barguznksy and Ulan-Burgasy Ranges, and to the south and southeast by the Kamar-Daban range. It contained almost eighty percent of the fresh water for the former Soviet Union, and its volume of 23,000 cubic kilometers accounts for a fifth of the world’s fresh water reserves. For ten points, name this deepest river in the world, where on the southwest side can be found the city of Irkutsk.
	Ans: Lake Baikal

5. A girl in a yellow hat to the top left of the painting looks disinterested while being addressed by a man in a brown bowler hat. To the far left, an unshaven man in a yellow hat stands next to a girl in dark clothing and yet another yellow hat, while another boy to the bottom right in a yellow hat engages her in conversation. Painted in 1881, it is that first girl that was the center of much attention in the Jean-Pierre Jeunet movie Amelie. For ten points, name this work depicting a title meal, executed by Pierre-Auguste Renoir.
	Ans: Luncheon of the Boating Party

6. Over his career he passed for 27,663 yards and 173 touchdowns, and became the first quarterback to pass for over 4,000 yards in a season. The twelfth overall draft pick in 1965, he was drafted by the St. Louis Cardinals, but signed that same year with the New York Jets. For ten points, name this quarterback who backed up his guarantee of victory in a 16-7 victory over the Colts in Super Bowl III.
	Ans: Joe Namath

7. Hjalmar Ekdal believes he is on the verge of discovering a great invention, while his old school friend Gregers Werle is an idealist who desires to free Hjalmar from his delusions. Through Wrele’s trickery, Ekdal believes that his daughter Hedvig is not his own. Distraught by her father’s rejection, Wrele convinces Hedvig that if she sacrifices the thing she loves the most, her father will take her back. She instead kills herself. For ten points, identify this 1884 complex drama by Henrik Ibsen.
	Ans: The Wild Duck

8. Philip VI, faced with his overzealous soldiers, was forced to attack a day early, and after an initial wave of Genoese mercenaries were beaten back, the French continued to assault. But ultimately were forced to abandon the field. Continuing in their march to the see, the English proceeded to sack Calais. For ten points, identify this August 26, 1346 battle of the Hundred Years War.
	Ans: Battle of Crecy

9. He and his older brother were children of the military officer Drungarius and a Bulgarian woman. After working amongst the Khazars, in 863 Patriarch Photius dispatched him to the court of Prince Rostislav, who sought missionaries to preach in the vernacular. For ten points, name this man, whose Glagolithic alphabet was the precursor to the namesake alphabet.
	Ans: Saint Cyril 

10. Studying in Leiden, he became director of the Teyler Institute in Haarlem in 1912. Spending most of his career attempting to improve upon Maxwell’s equations, independent of George Fitzgerald he made an attempt to account for the Michelson-Morley experiment, creating a namesake set of equations. For ten points, name this physicist who shared in 1902 the Nobel prize with his pupil Pieter Zeeman.
	Ans: Hendrik Antoon Lorentz


11. While on vacation in Steyr, Austria in 1819, the composer first performed this work in the house of his friend Vogl and an acquaintance, Paumgartner. A work in five movements, it is based upon one of the composer’s themes for his own song “Die Forelle.” For ten points, name this somewhat fishy work by Franz Schubert.
	Ans: Trout Quintet or Piano Quintet in A Major or D667

12. In 1982 this political party formed a coalition government with Norodom Sihanouk and Son Sann. In 1985, Khieu Samphan succeeded its first leader, while factional fighting following a UN run election led to the arrest of its first leader, who still held a great deal of power. For ten points, identify this Communist political party led initially by Pol Pot.
	Ans: Khmer Rouge

13. This play was produced for the Lenaean festival of 422 BC under the pen name Philonides. The play opens with two characters, Sosias and Xanthias, while Bdelycleon stands watch over his father, Philocleon, preventing him from indulging his addiction to participating in trials. For ten points, name this political satire which compares the coming of the jurors to take Philocleon to the title insect.
	Ans: The Wasps

14. This group of minerals consists of approximately 60% of the earth’s crust, and their crystals are either monoclinic or triclinic, all showing clean cleavage in two directions. Found in association with all types of rock types, they are the essential constituents of igneous rocks. For ten points, identify this class of silicates of aluminums, containing various impurities which give it various colors, and includes the plagioclase, microcline and plagioclase varieties.
	Ans: feldspars

15. The specimen that led to the naming of this species, dubbed OH 7, was discovered in 1960 in Tanzania. Tobias and von Koenigswald use three traits to separate them from the earlier Homo africanus; and expanded cranial capacity, reduced postcanine tooth size, and the presence of a precision grip. For ten points, name this ancestor of modern man, discovered at Olduvai Gorge by the Leakey team, whose name translates as “handy man.”
	Ans: Homo habilis

16. She fled Corinth on a chariot drawn by winged dragons, which belonged to her grandfather Helios, after killing her ex-husbands new wife and Creon, the king of Corinth, with a poisoned robe. Earlier, at Lolcus, she had restored Aeson to young life but in offering to do the same for Pelias, she simply allowed him to die during the procedure. For ten points, name this devotee of Hecate and daughter of Aeetes of Colchis, who fell in love with Jason during his quest to acquire the Golden Fleece.
	Ans: Medea

17. After the English gained New France, resentment from the Western tribes arose as the English refused to supply them with free ammunition as the French had done and began to allow white settlers onto tribal lands. Fort Pitt, after being warned by Major Henry Gladwin, survived an attack until being relieved by Colonel Henry Bouquet, who went on to strike a large victory at Bushy Run. For ten points, name this Native American uprising lasting from 1763 to 1766 and named for the Ottawa chief who was one of its leader.
	Ans: Pontiac’s Rebellion or Pontiac’s Conspiracy

18. After meeting the poet Calzabigi and the choreographer Angiolini, he composed a ballet-pantomime, 1761’s Don Juan. The following year they wrote this composer’s first “reform opera” entitled Orfeo ed Euridice, while in 1779 he recognized his career was over with the colossal failure of Echo et Narcisse. For ten points, name this composer of Iphigenie en Aulide, Armide and Alceste.
	Ans: Christoph Willibald Gluck

19. From 1846 to 1850 he was the assistant ship’s surgeon on the HMS Rattlesnake during its voyages in the South Seas. Finding the classification system of Georges Cuvier inadequate for sea creatures, he developed a new system of classifying the animal kingdom. However, he is better known as an advocate for another scientist who in 1869 coined the term “agnostic.” For ten points, name this English scientist who, following 1859, became known as “Darwin’s bulldog,” the author of Man’s Place in Nature.
	Ans: Thomas Henry Huxley

20. He recently released a new poetry translation of Beowulf, a natural result from his studies of the Anglo-Saxon language he acquired while at Queen’s University, Belfast. Much of his poetry is grounded in County Derry, where he was born and grew up on a small farm, and in 1944 he frequently observed American soldiers preparing for the Normandy invasion. For ten points, name this Irish poet and author of the collections Death of a Naturalist and Door into the Dark who received the 1995 Nobel Prize in Literature.
	Ans: Seamus Heaney

21. Nutrient absorption begins at the mucous-lined lower portion, while the upper portion can suffer from exposure to stomach acid and is susceptible to peptic ulcers, its most common problem. Measuring between 23 and 28 centimeters, it curves down from the pylorus, while ducts from the pancreas and gall bladder bring in bicarbonate to neutralize stomach acid, bile, and pancreatic enzymes. For ten points, name this first and shortest segment of the small intestine.
	Ans: duodenum

22. Chapters in this work include Ellowen Deeowen, A Wonderful Lamp, and The Angel Azrael. As a hijacked jumbo jet explodes over the English Channel, Gibreel Farishta and Saladin Chamcha fall toward the sea amidst the wreckage. Washed ashore, Gibreel acquires a halo while Saladin’s legs become hairy, his feet turn to hooves, and horns grow from his temples. For ten points, name this work which brought the wrath of the Islamic world upon its author, Salman Rushdie.
	Ans: The Satanic Verses

1. Identify the following phyla of the plant kingdom for ten points each.
(a) This is the only non-vascular phylum of the plant kingdom, and is comprised of mosses.
	Ans: bryophyte
(b) These spore-producing tracheophytes include amongst their ranks ferns.
	Ans: filicinophyta
(c) This phylum has only one known surviving species, native to China but cultivated worldwide.
	Ans: ginkophyta

2. This Austrian painter’s works typically focused on large allegorical images of women combining linear construction and color, particularly yellow. For ten points each
(a) identify this executor of Mme. Fritsa Riedler and The Kiss.
	Ans: Gustav Klimt
(b) Klimt was a member of the Jugendstil movement, the German equivalent of this architectural movement in the US whose leading figures included C.R. Mackintosh and Antoni Gaudi.
	Ans: Art nouveau
(c) Klimt was also the founder of this movement, named for a city in Austria, and organized and published its magazine “Ver Sacrum” about the movement and its artists.
	Ans: Vienna Sezession

3. They based their beliefs upon the writings of the nonjurors, who advocated hereditary succession and the divine right of kings. For ten points each
(a) name this organization that aimed to restore James II and his descendents to the English throne.
	Ans: Jacobites
(b) Hopes of a Jacobite victory in Ireland were ended with Williams III’s victory at this 1690 battle.
	Ans: Battle of Boyne
(c) After Charles Edward Stuart was proclaimed the new heir and reached manhood the Jacobites again attempted an invasion, victorious at Prestopans in 1745 but the following year during a retreat saw defeat at this battle, which ended all hope of putting the Young Pretender on the throne.
	Ans: Battle of Culloden Moor

4. Identify the following Pre-Socratic philosophers for ten points each.
(a) His big contribution to philosophy was that he proposed the first natural cosmology, contending that water is the universal substance and the basis of the universe. His pupils include Anaximander and Anaximines.
	Ans: Thales of Miletus
(b) Born in Colophon, he attacked the Homeric mythology and contended that a single deity existed who energizes the world.
	Ans: Xenophanes
(c) For thirty years he taught in Athens the likes of Pericles and Euripides. Holding that celestial bodies were large glowing rocks, he was exiled for impiety and died at Lampsacus.
	Ans: Anaxagoras

5. Answer the following about an important physics experiment for ten points each.
(a) Mirrors were placed at angles to split light in right angles, then measure their interference patterns to determine the phase difference. No interference was detected, thus disproving a popular theory in this 1887 experiment.
	Ans: Michelson-Morley Experiment
(b) Michelson and Morley used one of these gadgets, which essentially consists of a light source, a half-silvered glass plate, two mirrors and a telescope, to measure the speed of a split beam of light.
	Ans: interferometer
(c) The Michelson-Morley experiment’s negative result thus disproved the existence of this believed absolute reference frame and hypothetical substance through which electromagnetic waves travel.
	Ans: luminous ether

6. Break out your travel books and prepare to learn how to say “I’m a rich American tourist” in Spanish, because we’re going south of the border for this bonus. Identify the following Latin American authors for ten points each, all of which have earned a Nobel Prize.
(a) She became the first Latin American author to win a Nobel Prize in Literature, doing so in 1945. Collections of poetry include Sonetos de la muerte and Desolacion.
	Ans: Gabriela Mistral or Lucila Godoy y Alcayaga
(b) This Mexican is the most recent Latin American to win, achieving that in 1990. His works include The Grammarian Monkey and East Slope.
	Ans: Octavio Paz
(c) In 1967 this Guatemalan fellow was awarded the high prize. Works include Legends of Guatemala and Architecture of the New Life.
	Ans: Miguel Angel Asturias

7. Identify the following operas from characters for 15 points each, 5 if you need the composer.
(15) Guglielmo, Ferrando, Fiordiligi, Dorabella, and Alfonso.
(5) Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
	Ans: Cosi fan tutte
(15) Don Fernando, Don Pizarro, Florestan, Leonore and the title character.
(5) Ludwig van Beethoven
	Ans: Fidelio

8. Given a brief description that hopefully is also helpful, identify the southeast Asian islands for ten points each.
(a) Butuan, Davao and Zamboanga are three cities on this rather southerly and fairly large island of the Philippines.
	Ans: Mindanao
(b) This big-ass island is separated from the Malay Peninsula by the Strait of Malacca and from Java by the Sunda Strait.
	Ans: Sumatra
(c) Separated from Borneo by the Makassar Strait, and including the gulfs of Tomini, Tolo and Bone, Ujung Pandang can be found on this island located south of a namesake sea.
	Ans: Celebes

9. Name the following figures from the era immediately preceding the Mexican War for ten points each.
(a) This North Carolina native was president before and during the war.
	Ans: James Knox Polk
(b) Polk sent this guy to Mexico to negotiate the disputed boundary between Mexico and Texas, and to negotiate the purchase of California and New Mexico. The Mexican government refused to see him. He was later, along with James Mason, a part of the Trent affair during the Civil War.
	Ans: John Slidell
(c) Troops under this general had been positioned at the Sabine River prior to the advance on the Rio Grande, and, following Slidell’s failed meeting, he led his men to occupy Point Isabel. He went on to be president himself.
	Ans: Zachary Taylor

10. Identify the following Sir Walter Scott novels from a brief plot summary 5-10-15.
(5) Occurring in the period following the Norman conquest, this 1819 novel’s title character is Wilfred, the son of Cedric the Saxon.
	Ans: Ivanhoe
(10) Also published in 1819, along with Ivanhoe, is this work set during the reign of William III. The title character, Lucy Ashton, secretly marries family enemy Edgar Ravenswood, but during Edgar’s absence must also marry Frank Hayston, whom she kills.
	Ans: The Bride of Lammermoor
(15) In 1815 Scott had this novel, set in Scotland during the reign of George III. The title character predicts mishaps for Harry Bertram, while other notable characters include Meg Merrilies and Dandie Dinmont.
	Ans: Guy Mannering

11. Biochemical fun time. No worries, you’ve heard of these as an undergraduate. Identify the following carbohydrates for ten points each.
(a) This hexose has an aldehyde group at its end, and has chemical formula C6H12O6.
	Ans: glucose
(b) A triose, it too has an aldehyde group at its tip, and has chemical formula C3H6O3.
	Ans: glyceraldehydes
(c) Rather than the aldehyde of glucose, this hexose has instead a ketone group and an alcohol at the end instead of the aldehyde.
	Ans: fructose

12. At the risk of being imprisoned, I’m going to ask you about the Koran. Show how much you know about it for ten points each.
(a) The Koran contains 114 of these individually named chapters ordered by length.
	Ans: Suras
(b) According to tradition, the Koran was brought to Mohammed by this angel.
	Ans: Gabriel
(c) It was under this third caliph that the tradition of passing the Koran along verbally had to be abandoned, as most of the great Koran reciters had fallen in battle.
	Ans: Othman


13. Funny Cide messed things up, but that still won’t stop me from writing a Triple Crown bonus. Name the Triple Crown winner for ten points each.
(a) In 1919 John Loftus jockeyed this horse to the Triple Crown, becoming the first horse to do so.
	Ans: Sir Barton
(b) In 1978 this product of Harbor View Farm won himself the Triple Crown, the last horse to do so.
	Ans: Affirmed
(c) Meadow Stable produced this Triple Crown winner, the first Triple Crown winner since Citation twenty-five years earlier.
	Ans: Secretariat

14. We now venture to the land that brought us gyros, democracy, and unpronounceable names. Yes, I’m talking about Greece. Identify the following Athenian leaders during the Peloponnesian War for ten points each.
(a) This great Athenian leader died during an outbreak of plague that started just a few years into the war. He had earlier came to prominence as an opponent and rival to Areopagus and served as the prosecutor of Cimon.
	Ans: Pericles
(b) This man succeeded Pericles, and won a victory at Spacteria, but refused a Spartan bid for peace. A later Spartan victory on their counterattack at Amphipolis led to the death of both this man and his Spartan adversary Brasidas.
	Ans: Cleon
(c) Nicias succeeded Cleon, but found rivalry in this man, who, after organizing an attack on Syracuse, was recalled to face a charge of heresy and fled to Sparta. After leading the Spartan fleet in the Aegean for a time, he switched sides again, but was driven from Athens after losing to Lysander at the battle of Arginusae.
	Ans: Alcibiades

15. He’s mean, he’s French, and he’s declined a Nobel Prize. For ten points each, identify the following works by Jean-Paul Sartre.
(a) This long philosophical treatise subtitled “an essay on phenomenological ontology” was an attempt by Sartre to systematize his understanding of the human condition and human consciousness, and concludes that all humans are restrained only by the external world, and by no a priori “human nature.”
	Ans: Being and Nothingness or L’Etre et le neant
(b) The title character, Lizzie, is a member of the oldest profession, and does not want to lie to build a case against an innocent black man, but she is needed to provide a scapegoat for the son of a senator, and becomes so confused about relative morality that she agrees.
	Ans: The Respectful Prostitute or La Putain respectueuse
(c) This trilogy includes The Age of Reason, The Reprieve, and Troubled Sleep, and is set in pre-World War II France circa the Munich conference.
	Ans: The Roads to Freedom or Les Charmins de la liberte

16. Identify the astronomical law 30-20-10.
(30) The disproving of this law led many to believe that two planets in the solar system had moved from their original position, moving closer to the sun over time.
(20) The discovery of Neptune and Pluto at 30.1 and 39.5 astronomical units put a large discrepancy, despite extreme accuracy for other planets.
(10) Devised in 1766, if you take the series 0, 3, 6, 12, 24…and add four, then divide by ten, you get the distance from the sun in astronomical units of each of the planets, with Ceres providing for the gap between Mars and Jupiter.
Ans: Bode’s Law or Titius’ Law or Bode-Titius’ Law

17. A central figure of the Neoclassicism art movement, works include Paris and Helen and Coronation of Napoleon. For ten points each 
(a) Name this French painter.
	Ans: Jacques Louis David
(b) This 1784 David work portrays the three title characters swearing upon three swords before going to do battle with another trio from a rival family.
	Ans: The Oath of the Horatii
(c) The title figure of this painting sits up with his left hand extended and his index finger pointing up, while with his right hand he grasps for a chalice, presumably full of hemlock, while those around him are in deep mourning.
	Ans: The Death of Socrates


18. Name the following figures from the development of behaviorism for ten points each.
(a) The works of this Russian physiologist with condition-reflex was critical to the early development of behaviorism.
	Ans: Ivan Petrovich Pavlov
(b) In 1913 this American psychologist and director of the psychological laboratory at Johns Hopkins introduced behaviorism, while works include Behaviorism and Psychological Care of Infant and Child.
	Ans: John Broadus Watson
(c) John Watson had a large impact upon this behaviorist who contended that all behaviors but a few emotions were conditioned by habit, and developed a namesake box to test his hypothesis.
	Ans: Burrhus Frederic Skinner

19. Identify the following about the battle of Midway for ten points each.
(a) This American aircraft carrier, named for a Revolutionary War battle, was the only aircraft carrier the US lost.
	Ans: USS Yorktown
(b) Following the defeat at Midway the Japanese fleet diverted north and captured three islands of this Alaskan archipelago.
	Ans: Aleutian islands
(c) This Japanese admiral and Harvard graduate commanded the attack on Midway, and was killed over Bougainville during an air transit during the Solomon Islands campaign.
	Ans: Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto

20. Noted for his lack of mercy, he once wrote an entire chapter about a TURTLE CROSSING A GOD DAMN ROAD. For ten points each, identify the following other works of John Ernst Steinbeck.
(a) The character Doc in this 1945 work was supposedly modeled on Edward F. Ricketts, with whom Steinbeck had worked on The Sea of Cortez with. It accounts the adventures of workers in a California location, and is reminiscent of his earlier Tortilla Flat.
	Ans: Cannery Row
(b) This work centers on the lives of Adam Trask and his sons Cal and Aron. Adam settles in the Salinas Valley and has the two boys by Cathy. Cal drives Aron to his death by telling him that their mother had been a prostitute.
	Ans: East of Eden
(c) In 1936 John Steinbeck worked out this novel which deals with labor organization among the fruit-pickers of California. Characters include Mac, his friend Jim Nolan and Doc Burton.
	Ans: In Dubious Battle

